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This book explores both the practical and theoretical aspects of the Discrete
Fourier Transform, one of the most widely used tools in science, engineering,
and computational mathematics. Designed to be accessible to an audience with
diverse interests and mathematical backgrounds, the book is written in an
informal style and is supported by many examples, figures, and problems.
Conceived as an "owner's" manual, this comprehensive book covers such topics
as the history of the DFT, derivations and properties of the DFT, comprehensive
error analysis, issues concerning the implementation of the DFT in one and
several dimensions, symmetric DFTs, a sample of DFT applications, and an
overview of the FFT.
Includes all works deriving from DOE, other related government-sponsored
information and foreign nonnuclear information.
What is calculus really for? This book is a highly readable introduction to applications of
calculus, from Newton's time to the present day. These often involve questions of
dynamics, i.e., of how--and why--things change with time. Problems of this kind lie at
the heart of much of applied mathematics, physics, and engineering. From Calculus to
Chaos takes a fresh approach to the subject as a whole, by moving from first steps to
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the frontiers, and by focusing on the many important and interesting ideas which can
get lost amid a snowstorm of detail in conventional texts. The book is aimed at a wide
readership, and assumes only some knowledge of elementary calculus. There are
exercises (with full solutions) and simple but powerful computer programs which are
suitable even for readers with no previous computing experience. David Acheson's
book will inspire new students by providing a foretaste of more advanced mathematics
and some of its liveliest applications.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology
and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future
is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help
make it better.

Includes authors, titles, subjects.
This book is designed as a text for an undergraduate course on vibrations and
waves. The overall objectives of the book are to lead the student through the
basic physical concepts of vibrations and waves and to demonstrate how these
concepts unify a wide variety of familiar physics. This new edition contains an
elementary, descriptive introduction to the important ideas of chaos. The author
has also taken pains to update the applications. As with previous editions, the
book contains numerous problems with hints and numerical solutions.
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Dit boek stelt een manier om naar relaties te kijken voor die fundamenteel anders
is dan eender welk boek dat je eerder hebt gelezen. De inzichten in dit boek
zullen je helpen om alle mensen (met inbegrip van jezelf, je partner, je
familieleden, je vrienden en je collega's) beter te begrijpen en zo al je relaties,
niet enkel je liefdesrelaties, te transformeren. De concepten die George Pransky
voorstelt in dit boek behoren bij de krachtigste concepten die ooit zijn
geformuleerd. De vele klinische casestudies, weergaves van sessies en
interviews zorgen ervoor dat dit boek heel gemakkelijk te lezen is en illustreren
hoe het begrijpen van deze concepten het leven en de relaties van mensen
volledig kan veranderen.
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